This study aims to obtain wake information, which passes through a linear array of turbines. Is presented a numerical approach to observe what effect can be obtained from a 2.2 meters turbines set. The linear array parameters were based on the Hydro-k project, in which two unconfined in-line rotors were used. The studies were performed by analyzing three variables: mean normalized velocity, turbulence kinetic energy and turbulence intensity. It was noted that the iteration between the rotors alters the flow on the array of turbines increasing the center speed.
INTRODUCTION
The use of energy from hydrokinetic turbines has grown due to the demand for renewable energy sources. The search for ways to produce energy encourages the development of new technologies. However, the implementation of hydrokinetic farms requires lots of researches about the efficiency of the machines.
Horizontal axis turbines works transforming kinetic energy into electricity. The classical model to obtain the extracted power ( ) Through the analysis of aerodynamic behavior and based on the theory of conservation of linear momentum, Betz (1920) defined that the maximum energy converted by a turbine is equal to 16/27. With the Betz limit theory it was possible to have an estimate of the viability of the free-flow turbine projects. Glauert (1935) showed that the real limit is slightly less than that proposed by Betz. With the implementation of axial, wind or hydrokinetic turbines, energy efficiency has become a focus for researchers. However to increase the conversion capacity, the Betz limit should be exceeded. This motivation has initiated several studies to optimize integral parts such as blades, diffusors and generators. Investigations about the wake, formed downstream turbines, gained relevance in the scientific environment (Wilson, 1974; Crespo, 1990) , believing that the variation of the flow can influence the performance of the machine in highscale power generation (hydrokinetic farms).
The need to study wake effects grows as more complex theories arise. Predictive models were created by using analytical expressions that estimate the kinetic energy of turbulence and its dissipation (Ainslie, 1988) . Other methods had succeed by mixing analytical expressions, from experimental work, to estimate and improve the contributions of each term of the turbulent stress tensor and the velocity deficit on the wake (Gomez-Elvira et. al., 2005; Bastankhah and Porté-Angel, 2014) .
The numerical methodology allowed to extract more information from the wakes, including distributions of induction factors and vortex structures. The simulations of Sørensen et al. (2002) were of great relevance and served for several analyzes, such as numerical validation like NREL's case. Also, working on the NREL Phase VI, Potsdam and Mavriplis (2009), Carcangiu (2008) , Mo and Lee (2012) got good results in the computational simulations using SST turbulence model. Recent works indicates significant improvements in power extraction using turbine arrangements. The arrangement tend to cause a blocking effect on the channel, and modify the behavior of the wake. This effect causes the fluid to pass through the turbine and induce a secondary flow, this interaction causes the turbine back pressure gain to be lower, resulting in an increase in the power gain (Cooke et. al., 2016) . Sanderse et al. (2011) and Mehta et al. (2014) presented detailed reviews of the state-of-the-art of numerical turbine simulations and their aerodynamics wakes. Efficient techniques for rotor and flow simulation, turbulent models and a description of the composition and formation of the turbulent wakes are discussed. Troldborg et al. (2010) and Kumer et al. (2016) present simulations, combining LES methodology with actuator disk, of the wake characteristics for a wind turbine operating at different blade speeds (TSR). The behavior of the nearby and distant wakes for velocity, turbulence kinetic energy (TKE), vortex structures and instabilities were reported. The authors concluded that instability is an intrinsic part of the dynamics of a rotor flow, requiring no external turbulence to transition from a laminar to a turbulent flow, depending only on the conditions adopted. Mycek et al. (2016) presents a numerical investigation for the calculation of marine turbines current arranged in farm formation. Through iterative approaches and numerical tests some applications (specifically wake calculations) are presented in a farm, together with a quantitative evaluation of the computational time savings brought by the iterative predictive approach. (2016) for Hydro-K project. Consequently, the aim of this work is to study the reasons of the increase of the speed of the flow between two turbines and the benefits in the power.
COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE
Computation fluid dynamics approach was used to perform simulations of flow through the rotors. Navier-Stokes equations were solved using unsteady Reynolds average (URANS) methodology, based on the ANSYS-CFX solver, in order to obtain the transient behavior of the flow. Turbulence model k-ω/SST was employed in the domain to model the wake region. The domain was divided in two subdomains, first an external and stationary box shaped. The other is an internal rotating sub-domain that takes form of a cylinder and envelops the entire rotor. The stationary domain varies its dimensions for each case as presented in Table 1 , while the rotating domain is fixed. The option to enlarge the domain in row array case was to prevent a flow constriction due the addiction of one more turbine. The domains shape for simulations is shown in Figure 3 . The boundary conditions establish were based on Silva (2014) methodology and applied on the domain to represent a river flow as in The next step was the creation of the numerical grid. This process requires precautions given the geometry and dynamics of the rotor, special care at the time of creating the mesh. Therefore, to perform the simulations with the best capacity, an mesh study was employed using ANSYS-CFX/MESH software. Figure 4 and Figure 5 shows the density of elements used to map the blade area and domains. The need for refinement in this region is explained by the high pressure in the rotor due to the interaction of the flow with the blades. The refinement of the rotative domain require more elements than the static one. To secure that the wake regions are well refined, influence sphere were used to improve mesh quality and assist better results. As the numerical mesh structure directly influences the simulation result, this process becomes iterative, in order to reach the best product. The mesh convergence method was based on monitoring the power p C and velocity in the wake of each mesh, and choose which presented better convergence of these variables. Table 2 present several parameters evaluated during the construction of each mesh. The resolution of the boundary layer, fundamental in simulations. In all of those cases, mesh 3 was chosen to represent the best simulation obtained. 
WAKE EVALUATION EQUATIONS
In order to describe the turbulent flow downstream of the turbines there is a need to evaluate the behavior of variations present on the wake. In this way, tools capable of describing the hydrodynamic variables were used. The mean time velocity
is used to observe the field of velocities around the rotor and the speed recovery. The kinetic energy of turbulence k is another important variable to evaluate the turbulent wake and can be defined by, where k corresponds to the turbulent energy and u can be computed from the three mean velocity components.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Stand Alone
For the validation of the adopted methodology, the results of a single turbine were used. The observed parameters show the reproducibility and reliability of the presented simulations. The simulations were performed for a normal inlet Following this analysis, Figure 6 presents the results obtained for the simulation of a stand alone turbine of the present work, comparing them with the results of Brasil Jr. et al. (2016) . In the graph it is verified that the performance of the machine remained coherent. In the second half of the graph ( 2) TSR ≥ a difference can be seen when compared to the BEM curve. In this region the flow is fully attached to the blade as shown in Figure 7 (1). However, the high rotation causes a velocity reduction in the rotor, generating less power. It changes when the turbine decrease rotation ( 1.2) TSR ≤ . The velocity triangle is modify, causing an augmentation in the attack angle and decreases pressure gradient in the back of the blade. The separation of the flow, represented in Figure 7 (2), is characterized by loss of lift due to separation of the flow with the profile. It can also affect the wake due its turbulent characteristics, increasing the production of turbulence behind the rotor. According to this analysis is suggested that the turbine operates in a range of 1.3 2.5 TSR ≤ ≤ , to present best performance. . That Tip Speed Ratio is considered better for the operational model of turbine. The region of high pressure, identify in red, is the blockage effect caused by the turbine in the flow. After the rotor, pressure decay forming a sub-pressure zone. This increase and decrease in pressure are predicted by the actuator disk theory and its variation represents the power gained by the rotor. Figure 9 shows how this decay appear for the center line that crosses the rotor, and the pressure recovery of the flow, occurring in only four diameters of the turbine, for the three different rotations. 
Row Array
The row array simulates a sequence of turbines arranged side by side. The objective is to form a hydrokinetic farm. These kind of configuration has been used by other authors observing the blockage effect on the flow, caused by the machines (Whelan et al., 2009; Cooke et al., 2016) . As the interest is focused for the interaction between the turbines flow, only a set of two rotors was simulated.
When analyzing the pressure, no specific change was evident when compared to the results presented for a single turbine. It can be seen in the Figure 10 that the blocking effect of the two turbines is similar to that previously observed. However, the streamlines show a central approximation due the presence of the rotors. Possibly the speed up discussed in Brasil Jr. et al. (2016) and Chawdhary et al. (2017) , is the result of streamlines constriction given the high pressure in front of the turbines. Figure 10 . Row array pressure and streamlines.
The streamlines induces the investigation of the velocity field around the turbines. Figure 11 shows the velocity behavior, in which is seen that the rotors cause strong loss of energy in the flow. The contour is normalized by inlet velocity (2.5 m/s). In the region behind the rotors there is a severe slowdown (green and blue contours) demonstrating the speed deficit in the wake of the turbine. It is also possible to see the increase in velocity in three regions adjacent to the turbines. Regions where the flow speedup are extended in the central part near the rotors, instigating the relevance of this phenomena. The normalized velocity is quantified and presented in graph of Figure 12 for a half diameter distance form the rotors, considered near wake region. The behavior of the graph suggests that the speed increase, as illustrated in the contour above, is located around the rotors. For this distance, the increase in velocity increases between 3% and $ 4% of the inlet velocity. This complement should not be ignored, as the power is directly proportional to the velocity cube. The speed drop caused by the turbine can also be observed, where it is possible to see that the blades cause less flow delay when compared to the hub.
Flow changes are not always positive for the turbines, because even if there is an increase in velocity the turbulent disturbances in the flow can affect the efficiency of downstream rotors. Evaluating the wake is a practical method of observing the situations that a downstream turbine may be exposed. Positioning adjustment can prevent turbine-shading areas from causing power loss. Therefore it is important to evaluate the Turbulence Intensity and the kinetic energy of turbulence, because, as pressure and velocity, these quantities manifest important characteristics of the flow, especially on the turbulent wake region. Turbulent vortex and Turbulence Intensity are used as the criterion for dynamic loads in turbine situated in the wake (Veisi and Shafiei Mayam, 2017) . Turbulence intensity spatial study can minimize the effects of fatigue on downstream machines and optimize the positioning of the hydrokinetic farm. Figure 13 . Turbulence Intensity. Figure 13 shows the flow Turbulence Intensity (IT). The wake behavior indicate that the turbulence starts more vigorous in the central part of the rotor, with slow lateral expansion. The blades contribution support to increase the wake area and the turbulent dissipation in the flow. This situation indicates that the downstream hydrokinetic turbine would experience a more turbulent flow than upstream turbines. Turbulence decreases its intensity by expanding laterally as it distances from the rotor.
To track the turbulent wake, seven lines perpendicular to the flow were used. These lines are distributed as shown in Figure 14 . The Turbulence Kinetic Energy (TKE) is recorded as they move away from the rotors. To study the positioning for a possible next array, the wake analysis was performed for up to six diameters downstream of the front turbines. The Turbulence kinetic Energy evolution is presented in Figure 15 . TKE levels upstream are practically null directing the wake study to what happens downstream turbines. By the graphs it can be concluded that the turbulent energy energy have its maximum values close to the rotors dissipating along the domain. This attenuation is due to the viscous turbulent dissipation that transfers energy from large to small scales. The first lines (y/D=0.5 & y/D=1) shows the blade influence on the near turbulent wake.
After two diameters, the TKE levels decay considerably as it expands radially. It is possible to observe that there is interaction between the wake since y/D=3, making the central flow more turbulent, indicating the impossibility of installing another machine in this position. The central position in this case indicates best benefits for a downstream turbine, it has a central speedup flow and fewer turbulence. However, central positioning should occur up to two diameters, because the low levels of kinetic energy of turbulence tend to cause less fatigue in the turbines downstream.
Can be observed form the graphs and contours that these quantities expand laterally as they move away from the rotors. This lateral spreading can cause some effect on the turbines downstream, harming their efficiency. Up to two diameters in length it is possible to see increase of velocity in the central channel, without the turbulent amounts interfering appreciably in the flow. To guarantee the efficiency of the next row array, it is indicated that downstream turbines should be positioned in the center and up to two diameters of the front pair of rotors.
CONCLUSIONS
Increasing speed in the middle, between the two turbines, creates the possibility of studying beneficial positions of a rotors system. The turbulence intensity is concentrated in the back regions to the rotors, where they have the peculiarity of growing at half diameter and then decreasing as distance. Observed this it is possible to set a compact hydro farm with greater power efficient.
